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Governance Overview

Damstra Safety offers powerful, 
customisable tools for staying on top of 
your Governance requirements. From 
defining governance objectives, to 
assigning accountable parties and 
monitoring completion progress, your 
Safety system can help you stay on-
track and compliant.

In this video we’ll demonstrate how to 
setup and use the Governance module 
using the example of vehicle lease 
reviews, whereby an Organisation 
might have one or more vehicle lease 
agreements that require regular 
review.

Introduction
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Governance is managed hierarchically by 
Class, Category, Element and Assignment. 
In this example, the Class, being the 
highest level grouping, might be 
‘Facilities Management’, the Category 
‘Leases’ and the Element, representing a 
particular task or objective,  ‘Vehicle 
Lease Review’.

Elements are then linked (assigned) to 
one or more items in your system that 
represent the ‘subject’ of the Element.  In 
this example, the ‘Vehicle Lease Review’ 
Element is assigned to the vehicle whose 
lease requires review. In other examples, 
this could be a Person (e.g. in drug and 
alcohol testing), a Site (e.g a building 
lease review) or a piece of Equipment. 

Governance Hierarchy 
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Each assigned Element is also linked to 
an Accountable target. This is the person 
who ensures that the objective of the 
assigned Element is completed.

Additionally, each assigned Element is 
given a sensitivity rating, allowing control 
over its visibility to appropriate Users.

In this video, we’ll explain how to create 
your Governance hierarchy, add and 
assign Elements, set User permissions, 
and determine their completion status.

Governance Hierarchy cont.
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The process begins with creating Classes 
and Categories that are relevant to your 
Organisation.

This is managed via the Settings area of 
your Damstra Safety system.

Open the Governance Classes item. 

Governance Classes
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Add a new item and give it a name, then 
add any Categories that fall under this 
Class, ensuring that these are made 
active. 

Note: Classes and Categories should only 
be made inactive when you no longer 
wish to use them.

Add Classes and Categories
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For security and privacy reasons, new 
Classes and Categories are initially hidden 
from all users and must be explicitly 
permitted via the User Group Profiles 
setting. 

For each User Group, decide the level of 
access the Group should have to both 
Elements and their Assignments, and the 
sensitivity level that the group should 
have access to, 1 being the lowest and 
the default setting, and 5 being the 
highest.

User Group Access
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Now that the Classes and Categories 
have been created, users with access to 
them can manage elements and 
assignments within them.

This is done via the Governance 
Elements module. Any existing Elements 
are displayed along with summary 
information for each one.

Adding a new Element
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New Elements are added by selecting:

• The Class and Category they 
belong to

• a name
• any internal code your 

Organisation might use for the 
element

• a sensitivity rating
• and a description detailing the 

objective of the element. 

Select the site or sites that should have 
visibility of the Element by scrolling or 
searching the org structure and making 
one or more selections at blue, red or 
global level.

Next, select whether the Element should 
expire and if so after how long, then save.

Adding a new Element cont.
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Having created a ‘Vehicle Lease Review’
Element, we now need to assign that 
Element to the vehicles whose leases 
need to be reviewed, and record the 
accountable person for each.

This is done via the Elements Assigned
register where any existing assignments 
are displayed in the table.

Assigning Elements
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New Assignments are recorded by 
selecting:

• an existing Element
• the type and name of the vehicle 

or item being assigned
• the type and name of the 

accountable person
• the date the Assignment was made 

(including the time where an intra-
day Assignment is being made)

• the sensitivity level of the 
Assignment

• the current status.

Assigning Elements cont.
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Users will find any Governance 
Assignments for which they’re 
accountable in the My Governance
register within the Dashboards module.

These Users should update the status of 
the Assignment as it progresses from ‘Not 
Started’ to ‘Underway’ to ‘Completed’.

My Governance
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Progress of Assignments can be checked 
by any User with the appropriate level of 
access via the Governance Status module 
where an expandable view of the Class, 
Category and Element hierarchy is shown. 

At each level, the total number of 
Assignments within is shown in brackets, 
and the status is reflected via a colour 
code, the key for which is shown 
underneath. 

Governance Status
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In this example Safety system, some 
Classes are green, meaning Completed. A 
Class or Category is only considered 
complete if all of its child Categories or 
Elements are also Completed.

Classes or Categories that are ‘underway’ 
or ‘not started’ can be expanded to 
determine which child items are 
incomplete.

Clicking on any item in the hierarchy 
displays a pop-up menu from which you 
can go directly to either the Elements or 
Assignments within it, or to the 
Governance Matrix.

Governance Status cont.
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The Governance Matrix offers another 
way of determining Governance status.

With its configurable filters, select either 
one or more Elements, one or more 
Assignment targets, or a combination of 
both, then check progress by matching 
Elements in columns with Assignments in 
rows. 

Governance Matrix




